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Joe Redick interview, 19 December 1984 
Born 29 July 1916, Hartford, Indiana; did his undergraduate work at the 
University of Indiana, Bloomington, majoring in French. Spent a summer 
in France; had 21st birthday there (1937). Got master's in French at 
the University of Colorado, and he eventually got his doctorate after 
WWII about 1948. Romance linguistics. Went into navy in January 1944, 
learned "that miserable Japanese language." · Taught Spanish for awhile, 
and knows a little German. After WWII stayed in USNR, but got out about 
1960. Became an excellent shot, his groups between three-quarters of an 
inch to an inch at 25'. 
Had a friend in State who was close to people in CIA. CIA was 
recruiting and he joined. 
Met EGL on 11 August 1954. Lou Conein was the only other one who had 
been there longer. So JR became part of SMM. Joint French-American 
organization set up, which O'Daniels called TRIM--Training Relations 
Instruction Mission--staffed by both American and French military. Each 
section of TRIM had a top man, he would be one nationality, his deputy 
would be the other. Lansdale was Chief and his Deputy was a French LTC. 
"It was a little difficult to get much work done, because we spent all 
day on this overt job working with the French, and then we'd try to get 
our own work done." 
"I don't really know what to call it except maybe ... political 
action .... The major part ... was Ed Lansdale's own personal 
dealings with VNese, either dissident groups or directly with Ngo Dinh 
Diem ... and we would go over and talk to him about once a week [and 
things like dealings with people such as Trinh Minh The]. 
"That's where Lansdale was really good. " 
"I have a lot of friends and a lot of people that I admire also, who 
simply have no use for him. They think he's a con artist, a blow-hard, 
they don't trust what he says." [like Phil Habib] who is a very bright 
guy. I have a lot of respect for him, but he and Lansdale just couldn't 
get along .... Mostly these were people that I knew in the Agency 
[and] Lansdale is something of a maverick. He is not the typical 
organization man at all; he's the very antithesis of a bureaucrat." 
[Regarding Habib, he] "was head of the political section .... He was 
a complete professional. We would necessarily talk to people that Phil 
would also have some interest in. We knew a lot of people who were 
either outside the govt or perhaps even dissidents. And the group that 
Lansdale had at that time was a little bit on the strange side; it was 
Bohannan, Rufe Phillips, George Melvin, a regular Army officer, LTC, and 
he became part of TRIM, co-opted by us altho not a member of CIA." 
"Now Lansdale is not above slanting things. He may not even recognize 
if he's doing it, but it is a tendency that he has. When he writes 
something, a memo, for example, to Lodge, the ambassador, it was always 
for some effect; in a sense, it's partisan." 
"He's known rather widely as the quintessential counter-guerrilla 
expert. Well, maybe so. I think certainly in the Philippines he was. 
How much of that was his doing and how much of it was Bohannan's, I 
don't know. That was really Bohannan's field, too." 
"Now it's true that we did engage ... in various operations in the 
north .... my role would have been ... probably considered something 
like ... the Chief of Staff of the group. I was a bureaucrat. I was 
the one that tried to keep people doing what they were supposed to. 
Sometimes succeeding." 
[During his meetings with Diem] "he was not just a passive listener and 
recorder by any means. He did actually advise Diem on any number of 
things. I've always felt that one of his really strong points was his 
sense of timing. He always seemed to do the necessary thing when it had 
to be done .... He was a very definite and strong adviser .... [The 
meetings] would go on and on and on. Diem .. just liked to talk." 
"To be perfectly honest, I think that Diem trusted Lansdale about as 
much as he trusted any foreigner." 
"It's called a Pousse, not a rickshaw; it's a bicycle, you ride in front 
and the operator rides behind." 
"We didn't have any charter .... We really didn't actually belong to 
anybody. We depended directly on the ambassador. Our reports would go 
directly to Lodge rather than thru the political section. The American 
organization was just too big for Lansdale to have had any real role, 
comparable to what he had before. The first time he was undoubtedly 
very influential. No question about it. This second time I would say 
we were pretty much on the periphery. I don't think we did much harm 
but I'm not sure we did a great deal of good either. We talked to 
people, had parties. All the VNese would come around and want us to do 
something for them . . . . " 
